Dear Presidents, dear Secretary General, dear colleagues:
As you probably know we have finished our V Young European EuroDefense
Conference, held in Toledo between 14th and 20th July 2013, organized by ED-España,
with the support of ED-Portugal.
It is our pleasure to inform you that this has been a great success. The program was
fully developed and the level of Lectures and Round Tables very high. The whole
surrounded by a very interesting Visits' Program.
The number of participants (70 from several countries) is acceptable enough but it
would have been desirable to receive them from all EuroDefense Associations.
The participants were very deeply interested in all activities, following them with a high
level of attention and pro-active participation during the question periods.
As it was foresaw, all participants were distributed in ten different Working Groups to
deal with the five different Topics. In the annex you can see the WG distribution, topics
and the results of their works. We suggest you to read these works and, if you consider
convenient, to make a proposal to send some of them to EU authorities.
We send you also the result of a Questionnaire, filled up by them the last day, where you
can find their filling about the Conference results.
Summing up, we are very happy with the results we have gotten and we think that as
EuroDefense net Association we should congratulate us for having achieved the aims of
the V Young European EuroDefense Conference.
We propose to include in the Agenda of the next October Presidents Meeting in The
Netherlands an exchange of comments about this V YEEC.
The members of EuroDefense-España and our colleagues of EuroDefense-Portugal are
very happy with the outcome of the event in Toledo as we think we have achieved the
goals of the V Young European EuroDefense Conference (V YEEC). Thanks to all of
you that have supported our efforts.
Warm regards
Arturo Fernandez (President of EuroDefense-España)

